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Great professor!Koch

This class was overall one of the best classes I have attended in awhile. Dr. Koch is a great professor!Koch

I really like Dr. Koch’s personality and his teaching style. His humor and tangents kept me engaged in class because we never went on too long talking about
mundane information. He would tell stories that were relevant to the class, which kept us learning even of we didnt realize. I also loved how he would have
members of the class participate by raising hands. Maybe to spark more audience engagement during class, we could’ve gotten to know other students
around us better or done some in-class activities.

Koch

LOVED this professor!Koch

Even though I enjoyed your stories when taking the exams I didn’t really understand the context.Koch

Dr. Koch is a wonderful professor who you can tell is passionate about what he teaches. He makes class fun, engaging and easy to follow along with. I
definitely recommend this class.

Koch

Dr. Koch was easily the best professor I had this semester. He made class fun and enjoyable. I didnt know much about sociology coming into this semester,
and I now have an abundance of knowledge on the topic. I would recommend him for any future students interested in taking this course.

Koch

I got lost sometimes when he talked, but it’s was okay considering he had audio recordings to look back onKoch

Great Professor, a pleasure to be a student. Enjoyed coming to class and listen to his lectures.Koch

The professor did a great job.Koch

The lectures, connections to real world events, and puns were great. As a senior, this has been one of the most enjoyable classes that I have taken.Koch

Great professor love his lecturesKoch
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This specific class is hard to understand his way of teaching if you are not a by the book student, sometimes his lectures do not add up to examsKoch

Amazing professor! I love the way he does his lectures, and it also helps that he records them. Sometimes I would listen to his audio lectures as a podcast,
and I found that has helped me to learn tremendously.

Koch

Seriously one of the best electives to take!!! The nicest professor ever.Koch

cool guyKoch
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I absolutely loved this classKoch

amazing professor made learning fun would take this class over and over.Koch

I absolutely loved this class and my professorKoch

amazing professor knows how keep class engaging and fun. would take again.Koch

Classes were pretty much just the professor rambling about personal things or not important topics. All 3 exams were based on things that were learned in the
first lecture.

Koch

Dr. Koch was a great teacher and he made us understand the concepts of sociology well while maintaining a fun and interesting learning environment.Koch

Amazing professor one of the best I’ve hadKoch

Great professor who is clearly passionate about his work and always eager to help students. Also provided many additional resources that were helpful for
learning and understanding the subject.

Koch

This professor provided engaging and thought-provoking lectures. I count myself lucky to have taken this class. It is hard to offer any valuable feedback, as
this class has been honed to be as effective as possible. Thank you for the experience.

Koch

Very funny, talks a lot but you get a lot out of it.Koch

EntertainingKoch

Dr. Koch is one of the most thoughtful and engaging professors I’ve ever met. His content and engagement with students made a huge difference in how I
viewed the course content. We need more professors like this as leaders.

Koch
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The funniest professor that I never metKoch

The course was developed to provide students a way to get a better experience with their environmentKoch

This course was a part of my first semester at TTU and it was by far my favorite class because the teacher valued teaching students and giving guidance as
opposed to doing a job.

Koch

Dr. Koch was a great professor and made the class really enjoyable!Koch

It was a very interesting class and Professor Koch made each class very fun and different.Koch

Dr. Koch was a fantastic professor, I really enjoyed sociology more than I thought I would in the beginning because he knew the content very well and would
make awesome jokes which kept the course interesting and fun, as well as informational because he gave real life examples of concepts described in class. I
felt he was very personable and that I could go to him with any issues in the classroom or outside the classroom! Loved listening to Dr. Kochs lectures and I
would take his class again!

Koch
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